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By Robert Nigol, B.A., M.A., Vuk Vujovic, B.Math and Mark VanDooren, EPS Se lements Group of Canada
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omparing tax-free and guaranteed structured
settlements to other investment options on the basis
of a simple Rate of Return (“ROR”) calculation is
inaccurate. A more appropriate means of comparison is a
measure known as Internal Rate of Return (“IRR”), which
is a measure of the cash inﬂows necessary to produce cash
outﬂows. For example, in the case of a structured settlement,
the cash inﬂow is the money required to purchase the structure,
whereas the cash outﬂow is the income that the structure
produces.
By deﬁ nition, IRR is simply: “…the intrinsic rate of return that
is expected to be derived from an investment, considering the
amount and timing of the associated cash ﬂows” [see
http://accounting-simplified.com/management/investmentappraisal/internal-rate-of-return- irr.html]. For example, an
IRR of 2 per cent means that in order to obtain the desired
future payments, an invested sum of money will need to
generate an average annual ROR of 2 per cent during the full
term of investment.
The annual ROR, deﬁned, is what some investment amount
($X) grows to over the course of a year. For example, if we are
looking at a 10-year term, the average annual ROR to grow
$X to $Y is deﬁ ned by the formula: $Y = (1+i)10 * $X, where i
is the average annual ROR. This means that to achieve $Y in
10 years, the entire investment of $X, along with any interest
earned, must remain invested; nothing can be drawn down
from the investment (i.e., no cash outﬂows or income can be
produced).
If money is being withdrawn from the investment to ﬁ nance
a person’s annual needs, even with a constant average annual
ROR, the income producible would vary. For example, 5
percent of $1M is $50K; if we were to take out more than
$50K a year (because personal needs exceed that amount), the
average annual ROR would have to increase to a level suﬃcient
to oﬀset this additional draw down.
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Assumptions:
1. Injured party is a 55-year-old male.
2. Injury is a moderate traumatic brain injury.
3. Normal life expectancy of twenty-seven (27) years.
4. Life impairment rating of +5, meaning a reduced life
expectancy of 22 years.
5. $1M available for investment.
6. ROR of approximately 5%, or an average of 3% net of
tax and fees.
See table on opposite page
So using ROR over IRR to compare investment returns
of diﬀerent types of investment products is inappropriate,
particularly in the context of structured settlements. That is,
the ROR does not account for cash ﬂows, whereas the IRR
looks at how much money you would have to invest in order to
produce the income a person will need in future.
It would be prudent for anyone considering a tax-free and
guaranteed structured settlement to ask their consultant to
compare the IRR of the structure plan under consideration to
the IRR of any other investment option being presented.

EPS Se lements Group of Canada (“EPSC”) is a member company of the oldest,
largest and only interna onal structured se lements organiza on in North
America. EPSC is a Canadian company, with Canadian ownership and staﬀ. EPSC
is registered and licensed in 9 of 10 provinces and has oﬃces and personnel
throughout the country.
While drawn from a variety of complementary disciplines and backgrounds, the
staﬀ of EPSC is altogether united in the Mission, Vision and Values of the company
(please see h p://epscanada.com/about-eps-structured-se lements.html).
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